14/29 Bendall Street, Kensington 3031, VIC
$375 pw - Save Time View Our 3D Tour & Apply
Apartment

2

$1,629 bond

Rent ID: 4590283

1

Why pay for your bond now,
when you can pay it off later?

1

Visit: www.rent.com.au/rentbond

Position Perfect

Date Available
now

** BOOK INSPECTION ONLINE OR SAVE TIME VIEW OUR 3D
TOUR & APPLY **

Inspections
Inspections are by
appointment only

With a grand facade creating an initial impression of style and
class, the refined interior of this peaceful two-bedroom apartment in "The Provincial", a complex

Caterina Italiano
Mobile: 0437 002 402
Phone: 03 9370 0300
leasingascotvale@woodards.com.au

known for its quality and prestige, only strengthens the effect. Flowing in design, the home has a
fully equipped kitchen with Blanco appliances and a dishwasher, an adjoining dining area and a
supremely spacious living zone with sliding door access to a relaxing covered terrace. The two
tranquil double bedrooms host built-in robes and flaunt leafy outlooks, and the tasteful bathroom
highlights marble touches, along with a shower, bath, toilet and vanity. A concealed laundry makes
clever use of space and other appealing touches include plantation shutters, heating, a secure
intercom entrance and garage parking with electronic access. The fashionable locale puts you
within a stroll of parks, trams, schools, Newmarket Plaza, cafes and restaurants, and so close to the
CBD that you can travel in on a whim whenever the feeling takes you.
**** TO AVOID DISAPPOINTMENT, PLEASE REGISTER TO INSPECT PROPERTIES ****
By registering your details, you will be INSTANTLY informed of any updates, changes or
cancellations for your property appointment. If no one registers for an inspection time, the inspection
may not proceed.
DONT MISS OUT! Please book for an inspection today.
Photo ID is required at all inspections.
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Property details continued from page 1:
... Only 1Form applications will be accepted for this property.
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